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When it comes to high caliber swimmers, Martina certainly ranks among the best. And calling her a specialist in her sport certainly fits. This accomplished swimmer has taken her abilities in breaststroke to levels most specialists can only dream of. She began in the sport in the Czech Republic where even in high school she was competing on the national team. Later transitioning to being an intercollegiate swimmer at the University of Tennessee where she was a star academically as well as athletically. This Czech Olympian competed at London 2012 in the 200 meter Breaststroke. At the Gwangju Universaide, Martina received a bronze medal in the 200 meter Breaststroke.
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DENIS ŠEFIK

SERBIAN-MONTENEGRIN WATER POLO PLAYER

When does the veteran athlete begin to take seriously the laudable comments concerning his years in the sport when they are described as consistent? When favorable criticism comes across repeatedly as he is reliable or pleasantly predictable? Not this guy. He has heard it all before. Denis Sefik, the experienced water polo goal keeper, knows that the mirror reflection of these evaluations warily remind his opponents of other descriptions. Formidable certainly comes to mind. Or overpowering. And Denis is certainly those. The cradle of world water polo is in Southeastern Europe. As a Serb there, Denis has played on the national teams of Serbia and Montenegro, Serbia, and now Montenegro. The three time Olympian plays professionally for VK Crvena Zvezda in Belgrade. Denis Sefik has a silver medal from Athens 2004, as well as many Gold and Silver medals from World and European competitions.
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This Bulgarian freestyle swimmer is a record setter and repetitive republican champion. Mihail has set national records in 50m, 100m and 200m freestyle, and has won over 250 medals. He was part of the Bulgarian national team between 2007 and 2013, competed in the 2008 and 2009 European Youth Championships, and in 2010 finished the Balkaniada with two silver and one bronze medals. A highly active athlete, but it doesn’t stop there. Mihail also obtained two Bachelor’s degrees that now make him a qualified swimming coach, as well as a PE teacher, while being fully dedicated to sport.
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A fine combination of grace, hard work and passion for sport make this synchro swimmer one of Bulgaria’s top athletes. Hristina has been the republican champion multiple times and is currently part of the national synchro swimming team. She has represented Bulgaria in several serious international competitions, such as the European Championship, or the 2012 Danube Cup where she took second place in solo and duet. Demonstrating perfection in various styles, performing solo, duet, ensemble, as well as combined programme, she leaves no space for boredom both to her and the audience. With 17 gold medals behind her, Hristina is now looking forward to the next motivating challenge, namely the 2015 World Championship in Kazan, Russia.
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TODOR SPASOV

PROFESSIONAL HIGH DIVER

With great risk there is sometimes great reward. Todor has repeatedly faced risks with masterful technique and flair while tens of meters high. Just as the bull is to the matador, the cliff is to Todor. Imagine jumping out of an eight-storey building. A building that high is roughly the height from which participants dive in World Cliff Diving. He has dedicated his life to these high elevation dives, training from childhood. Todor is the number one Bulgarian High Diver, one of the 20 World Elite High Divers performing in the World Competitions right now. His high diving competitions take him around the world to beautiful locations. The unique vistas include exceptional comradery that can only be found at this competitive level and within this relatively small, elite cadre of divers. Of note is that Todor will be at the Kazan World Swimming Championship this year.
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MARTINA BORISOVA

A young, promising model with swimming background, currently playing tennis and snowboarding. Martina reveals the recipe for beauty - a healthy lifestyle full of sport and colour.
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